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FUEL SUPPLY PUMP FOR PRIME MOVERS

Frank C. Mock, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The Bendix Corporation, a corporation of Delaware
Filed Mar. 17, 1954, Ser. No. 416,750
14 Claims. (Cl. 103—38)

This application is a continuation-in-part of my co-pending application Serial No. 103,807, filed July 9, 1949, covering a Fuel Supply Pump for Prime Movers, which application will now be permitted to lapse in view of its being superseded by the present application.

This invention relates to fuel pumps of the variable displacement, reciprocating plunger swash plate type for pressurizing fuel to prime movers, especially gas turbine engines for aircraft, and adapted to respond automatically to a change in pressure requirements. Certain types of engines, notably turbojet engines for aircraft, may require extremely high discharge pressures at the burner discharge nozzles to obtain good fuel atomization and efficient combustion, and the nozzle pressure requirements may vary over a wide range between operation at sea level and high altitudes. The reciprocating plunger swash plate type of pump is well adapted to supply fuel at high pressures, but automatic regulation or variation of pump delivery in relation to engine fuel requirements poses quite a problem, and an object of the present invention is to provide in a pump of the type specified self-contained, reliable, regulator mechanism which acts to vary the angle of the swash plate as a function of pump discharge pressure and engine speed.

Another object is to provide in a pump of the type specified regulator mechanism which may be readily adapted to deliver fuel at pressures conforming to different engine requirements.

Another object is to provide in a pump of the type specified regulator mechanism operative to control the pumping stroke in such a manner that sufficient discharge pressure is maintained for the required fuel delivery under all operating conditions and said pressure is also automatically maintained within safe limits so as to maximize the operating life of the pump.

A further and more specific object is to provide regulator mechanism for a swash or wobble plate type of fuel pump embodying means for interposing a resilient force on the plate tending to push the plate to a maximum stroke position against the resistance of plunger return springs, which mechanism is preferably fitted to be arranged so that such force will remain substantially constant throughout the different pitch positions of said plate, or will vary according to any desired predetermined schedule.

Another object of this invention is to provide regulator mechanism for a swash or wobble plate type of fuel pump embodying means for producing a resultant of mechanical moments about the pivot or trunnion of the swash plate at any given pump speed which varies in such a way that pump discharge pressure follows, or is a direct function of pump flow at each given pump speed.

Another object is to provide regulator mechanism for a pump of the type specified embodying pump speed sensing means arranged to vary the effective moment force about the trunion of the swash plate in a predetermined manner, as the swash plate moves from a zero to a maximum stroke position at any given pump speed, for establishing a predetermined schedule of pump discharge pressure versus flow at each given speed.

Another object is to provide regulator mechanism for a pump of the type specified embodying pump speed sensing means arranged to vary the effective moment force about the trunion of the swash plate in a predetermined manner at a given position of the swash plate during an increase in pump speed.

Another object is to provide regulator mechanism for a pump of the type specified embodying means for controlling or offsetting the effect of pump plunger inertia irrespective of variations in pump speed or swash plate position.

Another and more specific object is to provide regulator mechanism for a pump of the type specified embodying centrifugal weight speed sensing means geometrically located with respect to the pivotal axis of the swash plate in such a manner that its effective distance from said axis increases at a rate greater than its radial moment decreases as the swash plate moves from zero to maximum stroke position for increasing discharge pressure with an increase in flow.

Another object is to provide regulator mechanism for a swash plate type of fuel pump embodying pump speed sensing means arranged to impose a preselected variable moment force on the swash plate as a function of the pumping position of the swash plate and/or pump speed, and means for interposing a resilient force on the plate tending to actuate said plate to maximum stroke position, which force varies in a desired preselected manner.

In carrying out the invention, I offset the pivotal mounting of the wobble plate with respect to a center common to the annularly symmetrically-arranged pump plungers so that the plate is unbalanced in a direction tending to assist the hydraulic reaction on the plungers of the fluid being pumped to move the wobble plate to a neutral or zero stroke position, and which reaction force may decrease as pump discharge pressure decreases at low swash plate angles. This offset mounting increases the sensitivity of the plate to changes in plunger reaction pressure due to variations in fuel back pressure from an external source, as by changes in throttle settings. These forces tending to move the swash plate to zero stroke position are opposed by the action of one or more centrifugal weights tending to tilt the wobble plate to a maximum stroke position with a force which varies with variations in plate angle and engine speed, and by a spring force which may have a substantially constant rate or value throughout the effective tilt of the wobble plate, or which may have any preselected varying rate. The resulting control will automatically vary the angle of the wobble plate, and hence delivery pressure, in response to changes in throttle setting, and may be readily adapted to different fuel flow requirements.

The foregoing and other objects and advantages will become apparent in view of the description which follows when taken in conjunction with the appended drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic view of a fuel supply system for a gas turbine engine utilizing a variable displacement pump in accordance with the invention;

Figure 2 is a central longitudinal section through the pump of Figure 1, only such parts being shown as are necessary to an understanding of the invention;

Figures 3 and 4 are curve charts illustrating the operation of the pump as shown in Figure 2;

Figure 5 is a view in perspective of an assembly which constitutes a modification of the pump control mechanism which is shown in Figure 2;

Figure 6 is another perspective of the assembly of Fig-
ure 3 as viewed from the bottom or opposite end of the latter figure, with the wobble plate of the pump control mechanism partly broken away;

Figures 7 and 8 are curve charts illustrating one of the characteristics obtainable with a pump when equipped with the unit of Figures 5 and 6;

Figure 9 is a fragmentary view of pump control mechanism which constitutes another modification of the mechanism shown in Figure 2; and

Figures 10 and 11 are curve charts illustrating the operation of the control of Figure 9.

It will be understood from the following description that the spring control mechanism shown in Figures 5 and 6 of the drawings is intended to be substitutable for the spring control shown in Figures 2 and 9, said latter spring control being illustrated in simple form so as to avoid unnecessary complexity in the drawings.

Referring to the drawings, and first to Figure 1, a fuel manifold for a gas turbine engine is indicated at 10; it has connected thereto a plurality of fuel lines 11 which conduct fuel under pressure to burner nozzles 12, the latter discharging fuel into the combustion chambers of the burner system, not shown. The fuel supply is under manual regulation by means of a fuel control unit 13, which may be of any type suitable for the function which it is designed to perform. A control unit of the type disclosed in my Patent Nos. 689,606, filed December 13, 1946, may be used. In this type of control, the rate of fuel feed is determined by the pilot through a control lever 14 which is connected to an all-speed governor throttle valve, not shown, adapted to vary the effective area of one or more feed restrictions, the fuel head across the said restrictions being automatically varied as a function of engine speed and changes in entering air density, to, among other things, maintain the rate of fuel feed within predetermined temperature limits and compensate for changes in altitude. The fuel is pressurized to the unit by means of an oil-driven variable displacement pump, generally indicated at 15, which receives its fuel from a suitable source of supply such as a fuel tank, not shown, by way of conduit 16, the fuel being discharged under pressure to the control unit by way of conduit 17. The member indicated at 18 is a pressure valve which determines the maximum delivery pressure to the nozzles 12, and when such pressure is exceeded, the metered fuel is by-passed or returned to the supply conduit 16 by way of a conduit 19. The unit indicated at 20 is a barometric element designed to automatically vary the rate of fuel feed as a function of changes in entering air density; it prevents the fuel-air ratio from becoming too rich as altitude is gained and which would otherwise result in excessively high burner temperatures and overspeeding of the engine when operating at high altitudes.

Referring to Figure 2, the pump 15 comprises a series of plungers 21 which are symmetrically disposed in an annular formation and are mounted to reciprocate in plunger bushings or cylinders 22. The plungers are retracted by means of springs 23, which at their outer ends engage retainers 24 connected to the adjacent ends of the plungers. Each plunger has mounted on its outer end a conventional bearing shoe or slipper 25 which is adapted to engage the bearing surface of a cam plate 26. The plungers are moved inwardly or towards discharge position by means of a wobble or swash plate 27, shown in maximum stroke position, which acts on the plate 26 through bearings 28. The pump drive shaft is indicated at 29; it is located concentrically to the plungers 21 and has its opposite ends mounted in bearings 30 and 31. On the outer end of the pump there is provided a suitable drive pinion 32, by means of which the pump may be operatively connected to and driven from the engine. The wobble plate 27 is provided with mounting or hanger brackets 27', which are secured on the opposite ends of a trunnion 33, the latter being mounted on the drive shaft 29 in offset or eccentric relation to the longit- tudinal axis thereof. This offset or eccentric mounting with respect to the annular or ring described by the plungers unbalances the wobble plate across a direction such that the plungers will exert a moment forces on the plate tending to flatten the latter or tilt it to a zero stroke position when the pump is in operation and there is a reaction or back pressure set up by the fluid being pumped. A centrifugal weight 34 is also carried by the shaft 29; it is secured on a pin or trunnion 35 which is provided with a hub portion formed with a gear 36 in worm gear mesh with a coaxing gear segment 37 formed on the adjacent end of a lever 38, the latter having a hub portion 39 secured on the adjacent end of the trunnion 35.

Fuel from the conduit 16 enters by way of a passage 40 to a chamber 41, from which the fuel is fed through a plurality of passages 42 into the plunger cylinders 22 when the plungers 21 are retracted due to the action of the springs 35. In each passage 43 is a check valve 44, which is normally urged to its seat by a spring 44, said valve preventing the fuel from being pressurized to the intake side of the pump.

The ends of the cylinders 22 are each provided with a check valve 45, which is unseated against a spring 46 when the plungers are moved inwardly due to the action of the wobble plate 27. When these valves are unseated on the delivery stroke of the plungers, fuel is discharged to the conduit 17 by way of passages 47 which feed into a common passage 48. In the simplified showing of Figure 2, a spring 50 is disposed to bear at one end against an arm 49 projecting outwardly from the drive shaft 29 and at its opposite end against the wobble plate 27. This spring tends to tilt the wobble plate toward maximum stroke position; it functions to tilt the plate in a stroke-increasing direction when the reaction pressure drops as by an opening movement of the throttle of the fuel control unit 13; it throws the said plate to a full stroke and it prevents the pump or engine idle, so that when the latter again starts up, there will be no lag in pump delivery; and it also maintains a minimum discharge pressure at low pump or engine speeds which minimum pressure may be sufficient to compensate for the drop across the control 13.

Operation, Figures 1 to 4, inclusive

Flow of fuel to the engine is governed by the fuel control unit 13. Should the pilot desire to accelerate, he increases the rate of fuel feed by opening the throttle valve through manipulation of the control lever 14; at the same time, the fuel head on the said valve and consequently the rate of fuel feed may be varied discontinuously due to changes in altitude. Any change in the rate of fuel feed varies the pressure in the passages 47 on the discharge side of the pump and consequently the back or reaction pressure on the pump plungers 21. Should the pilot accelerate by opening the throttle, there will be an increase in pressure of the metered fuel to the burner nozzles 12 and a momentary drop in pressure of the unmetered fuel in the passages 47, whereupon the wobble plate 27 tilts clockwise due to the action of the spring 50 and the centrifugal weight 34 and simultaneously, or substantially so, there is an increase in engine speed. As the engine speed increases, the force exerted by the centrifugal weight 34 also increases; its radius of rotation and hence the centrifugal force generated increases as the pumping angle of the wobble plate increases. This results in a fuel pressure increase roughly proportional to engine speed squared times wobble plate angle, and since said times angle constitutes a measure of the rate of fuel feed, the pressure will tend generally to increase proportional to the rate of fuel feed times the r.p.m. In Figure 3, the dotted nozzle requirement curve represents the schedule of pressure versus flow curve required under engine operating conditions just beyond the control 13 on the side of the pressure valve 18. Three of the pump speed points on said requirement curve illustrate the required pressure versus
flow relation for a condition of maximum fuel consumption during acceleration at sea level. Less fuel would be required at these engine speeds during operation, at cruising power or at altitude or during engine deceleration, as illustrated by two of the 1750 r.p.m. points, but the fuel flow versus pressure relation, as determined by the nozzles, will still fall along said requirement curve. The straight pump pressure lines represent fuel delivery pressures at three different pump speeds as the wobble plate angle, and hence the plunger stroke, goes from zero to a maximum. The right-hand terminus of each of these lines represents the quantity of fuel delivered at maximum pump stroke and consequently the maximum fuel available from the pump at the speed indicated. The pressure at a low point must, of course, lie well above the nozzle pressure requirement at the same flow, to absorb across the control unit 13. The difference between the maximum pressure that the pump is capable of at any given pump speed and flow and the nozzle pressure requirement at the said flow should equal or exceed the amount of pressure drop the fuel control requires to meet said flow requirements thru the engine nozzles at said pump speed.

It will be noted that the difference between pump pressure and nozzle pressure decreases as the flow increases at a fixed r.p.m. This tends to make the control regulation stable. The pump pressure lines start from a fixed pressure value at zero flow. This is determined by the force of the spring 59, the pump plunger areas and the swash plate pivot offset. They then rise at an angle which may be determined by the effect of spring 59, the weight and radius of the centrifugal weight 54, and by the effect of plunger inertia.

Figure 4 plots pump discharge pressure against pump speed at maximum plate angle to indicate how the pressure increases as pump or engine speed increases; and also in relation to discharge nozzle requirements under acceleration at maximum air density.

Figures 5 to 11, inclusive

To tilt the wobble plate to a full-stroke angle unaided by the action of the centrifugal weight 34, as at a low speed or idle condition of the pump obviously requires a spring 50 stiff enough to compress the plunger springs 23 on the high or full stroke side of the said plate, and it becomes quite a problem to make a spring of substantially constant rate characteristics and yet have the necessary spring force to perform such function. Furthermore, it may be desirable to vary the effective thrust or moment force of the wobble plate spring in a manner such that the force increases as the plate goes to either its low or high plunger stroke position, since by this procedure selected fuel discharge pressure values may be obtained at any given engine or pump speed and/or throttle position. For example, the effective thrust of the wobble plate spring may progressively oppose the back or reaction pressure of the pump plungers as the angle of the said plate increases, or vice versa.

Figures 5 and 6 show a wobble plate spring assembly which may be substituted for the spring 50 of Figure 2 to obtain the above noted and other advantages. In these figures, parts which correspond to similar parts in Figure 2 are given similar reference numerals. Thus the wobble plate is indicated at 27, the pump drive shaft at 29 and the wobble plate mounting trunion or shaft at 33. In place of the single spring 50 of Figure 2 there are preferably two springs 50', this being primarily a matter of choice and convenience in design. The wobble plate 27 has its hanger brackets secured to and rotatable with the trunion or shaft 33. Also secured on the shaft 33 are the hubs 51 (one of which is visible in Figure 6) of a pair of arms 52 and 52' carrying segmental gears 53 and 54, which are in constant mesh with pinions 55 and 56 (shown as of segmental form) having their hubs pinned to a shaft 57. Inwardly of the pinions are a pair of lever arms 58 and 59, which have their inner ends pinned to the shaft 57 and their outer ends pivotally connected to a short shaft 60. The springs 50' are mounted on guide pins 61 and 62, which have their free ends slidingly projecting through holes 63 and 64 formed in the shaft 60 and their opposite ends pivotally anchored on a bearing pin 65 projecting through a bearing lug 66 formed on the pump drive shaft 29. The shaft 57 is rotatably mounted in a bearing block 67 shown as clamped on the said drive shaft 29, but which in practice could be formed integral with said shaft.

The entire assembly of Figures 5 and 6, including the wobble plate 27 and coating lever arms, gears and springs rotate with the pump drive shaft 29. As this shaft rotates and turns the wobble plate about the symmetrically arranged pump plungers, the reaction or back pressure of the fluid being pumped plus the force of the plunger springs 23 tend to tilt the wobble plate counterclockwise (as viewed in Figure 5) about the shaft 33, whereas the thrust of the springs 59' is in a direction tending to counteract this reaction force. The effective force of the springs 59' should be sufficient to overcome the force of the plunger springs 23 on the high side of the plate and tilt the latter to a full stroke position when the pump is idle, or when the reaction of the fluid being pumped is zero. Any tilting movement imparted to the wobble plate 27 produces rotation of shaft 33, and this acts through segmental gears 53 and 54 to produce a counter-rotation of shaft 57 and a resulting movement of lever arms 58 and 59. If the wobble plate 27 is tilted counterclockwise, or toward zero stroke position, as viewed in Figure 5, it will cause clockwise movement of said lever arms, and vice versa.

Assuming the spring assembly of Figures 5 and 6 is arranged to exert a substantially constant thrust throughout the effective wobble plate range of tilt, then the lever arms 58 and 59 should lie in a plane substantially at right angles to the guide pins 61 (the longitudinal thrust axis of springs 50') when the wobble plate is at full tilt or maximum stroke position. When the parts are in this position, the springs 50' are in maximum extension while the effective moment arm of said springs about the shaft 33 is at a maximum. As the wobble plate tilts further in a counterclockwise or plunger stroke decreasing direction, the lever arms 58 and 59 move out of their ninety degree relation to the axial thrust line of the springs 50' in such a way that as the springs 50' are further compressed the moment arm of said springs about shaft 33 decreases to maintain the spring thrust moment substantially constant. In this manner, the resistance to movement of the wobble plate in a counterclockwise or stroke decreasing direction remains substantially constant throughout the range of tilting movement of said plate, and conversely, the spring moment tending to move said plate in a clockwise or stroke increasing direction remains substantially constant while at the same time it is sufficient to move the wobble plate to or toward a maximum stroke position when back pressure on the plungers is reduced. Obviously, the levers 58 and 59 may be arranged such that the effective moment of springs 50' about shaft 33 may be made to either increase or decrease, by any selected amount, as the wobble plate moves from its maximum to its zero stroke position, whereby a great variety of fuel discharge pressure values may be obtained at any given engine or pump speed and/or throttle position by variation in design according to the applicant's invention. A speed sensing weight may be used in Figures 5 and 6 to obtain predetermined engine speed vs. discharge pressure characteristics such as described in connection with Figures 1 to 4, inclusive. Thus, by utilizing a centrifugal weight such as that indicated at 34' in Figure 5, the mechanical moment of the plungers on the wobble plate tending to increase the pitch of the latter will be assisted by the centrifugal weight as the speed of rotation increases, and as a consequence, a given change in back
or reaction pressure at high speeds will proportionally be less effective to flatten the plate than at lower speeds.

In Figures 7 and 8, an attempt has been made to illustrate the operating characteristics of a pump when equipped with the assemblies of Figures 5 and 6 having the weight 34° arranged as shown. Figure 7 plots the result of the mechanical moment about the center line of the wobbble plate trunnion 33 (which tends to increase the pitch of said plate) against plunger stroke at pump speeds of 370, 1750 and 875 r.p.m., and Figure 8 plots this same factor against pump speed at different plunger strokes. The right-hand ordinate in Figures 7 and 8 indicates the hydraulic back pressure tending to decrease the pitch of the wobbble plate. A large percentage of the mechanical moment tending to increase the pitch of the wobbble plate at high speeds is the inertia of the reciprocating plungers, which increases with an increase in the speed of reciprocation and hence pump speed and, also, obviously, with the plunger stroke. The lever arms 58 and 59 and coacting parts graduate or distribute the spring force throughout the range of wobbble plate tilt, whereas the centrifugal force generated by rotating weight 34° (which tends to increase the delivered fuel pressure) increases markedly with r.p.m. and slightly with plate angle.

Instead of having an increase in fuel discharge (plunger stroke) with an increase in discharge back pressure at a given r.p.m., it may be desirable to have the opposite effect, viz., a decrease in plunger stroke, or wobble plate angle, as the discharge pressure increases. An example of where this characteristic may be desirable is in the use of two or more pumps in parallel, each having an output capacity sufficient to supply maximum engine requirements, so that if one pump fails, the other will be able to handle the fuel supply alone. If, in such an arrangement, the pumps have a characteristic as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 or 7 and 8, and if both are running at some intermediate speed, for example 1700 r.p.m., and both are momentarily at an intermediate stroke, if some condition should cause a change in the pressure vs. flow characteristics of one pump, or would throw it out of balance with respect to the other, its wobble plate would tend to flatten and its plunger stroke decrease, while at the same time, the other pump would go to full stroke to take care of the fuel supply. In such a case, the fuel pressure must increase with decreasing stroke so that under common pressure both pumps will share the load. However, to improve the life of the pump, the pressure is still controlled so as to reduce with speed, and altitude recirculation is avoided. In other words, at a given speed the delivery pressure will be maintained substantially constant at all altitudes. It is therefore desirable that centrifugal compensation be provided which will vary with r.p.m. but be independent of wobble plate pitch or pump stroke; this requires centrifugal force generating means positionally variable to overcome the stroke increasing tendency of pump plunger inertia. In addition, the desired increase in pressure with speed must be obtained by additional centrifugal force generating means of substantially constant moment with changes in wobble plate pitch.

Figures 10 and 11 show a delivery characteristic desirable for parallel pumps which may be obtained by modifying the centrifugal speed weight arrangement of Figure 2, as shown in Figure 9 wherein the swash plate is shown in zero stroke position, or by a predetermined balancing of the lever arms 58 and 59 of Figures 5 and 6. For the sake of simplicity, Figure 9 is drawn along the lines of Figure 2, like parts being given corresponding reference numerals. In addition to the weight 34, there is a weight 68 which functions primarily to oppose the effect of plunger inertia on the wobbble plate (which tends to increase the pitch of the wobbble plate), whereas the weight 34 tends to increase the resistance of the wobbble plate to the effect of discharge pressure at high speeds; it enables discharge pressure to increase with speed. In this arrangement, as the wobbble plate angle increases and the centrifugal force generated by the weight 34 increases, its vector perpendicular to the plane of rotation of the weight 34 is in such a manner that its moment at any r.p.m. remains substantially constant. This introduces a component to the wobbble plate controlling force which is substantially independent of plunger stroke and varies generally as the square of the r.p.m. The weight 68, or plungers, natural tendency of the wobbble plate and opposing plungers to increase the discharge pressure as the speed square times wobble plate angle. When the wobbble plate is at a zero stroke position, the weight 68 has maximum centrifugal force, but no moment. As the wobbble plate angle increases, the radius of weight 68 decreases slightly and its moment vector increases substantially thereby resulting in an effective moment force which tends to flatten the plate and which may exactly counteract or balance plunger inertia effect or control it in a predetermined manner.

In connection with the above description of Figures 9, 10 and 11, it is apparent that it might be found desirable, in certain pumping applications, to utilize the centrifugal force 34° in pump mechanisms, such as shown in Figures 2 and 5, to obtain different characteristics than that obtained with the weight positioned as shown in said figures. Thus, by appropriate variations in the design position of said weight at maximum wobble plate angle the effective moment arm of said weight may be varied as the wobbble plate moves toward zero stroke position at constant pump speed, in such a manner that the moment force may act to either extend or assist, in varying degree depending on design position of said weight, said wobbble plate movement. The same variation in the design position of the weight would result in a like variation in moment force effect during a change in pump speed.

Substantially the same result may be obtained by arranging the lever arms and gears of the unit of Figures 5 and 6 such that the force of the springs 50° decreases at maximum plate pitch and increases at neutral or zero pitch. In other words, the effective force of the springs 50° should become greater as the wobbble plate moves towards its flat or zero stroke position. Then, to partially combat plunger inertia, which tends to increase the pitch of the plate, a suitable weight may be placed on the ends of the lever arms 58 and 59 or on the shaft 60. It will be understood that the embodiments of the invention shown and described are primarily for illustrative purposes, and that changes in the form and relative arrangement of parts may be made to suit requirements.

It is claimed:

1. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobbble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobbble plate on said shaft in offset or eccentric relation to a center common to the group of plungers and in a direction to assist the pumping reaction effect on the plungers, and pump regulator means including a centrifugal weight mounted on said shaft and operatively connected to said plate exerting a force which varies with variations in pump speed and which tends to tilt the wobbble plate progressively towards maximum stroke position with progressive increases of pump speed during the full speed range of operation of the pump.

2. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobbble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobbble plate on said shaft in offset or eccentric relation to a center common to the group of plungers, pump regulator means including a centrifugal weight mounted on said shaft and operatively connected to said wobbble plate for imposing a centrifugally generated force on the wobbble plate during operation.
of the pump, said force varying in relation to the tilt of the wobble plate and in relation to pump speed and applied force by, and for the purpose of tending to tilt said wobble plate in a stroke increasing direction, and resilient means exerting a mechanical force on the wobble plate in a stroke increasing direction.

3. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of annularly disposed pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft, a centrifugal weight mounted adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto so as to exert a variable force thereon, and, yielding means also operatively connected to the wobble plate tending to tilt said plate in a stroke increasing direction, said latter operative connection including leverage means for transmitting the force of said yielding means to said plate and to maintain said last named force substantially constant.

4. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of annularly disposed pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft in offset or eccentric relation to a center common to the group of plungers and in a direction to assist the pumping reaction effect on the plungers, said speed sensing weight rotatable with said shaft mounted adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto, and a spring operatively connected to said wobble plate for urging said plate towards maximum stroke position, said latter operative connection including means connecting said spring between the shaft and wobble plate in a manner such that the effective spring thrust on said plate will be maintained substantially constant irrespective of variations in the tilt of the plate.

5. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a series of annularly disposed pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft, a speed sensing weight rotatable with said shaft mounted adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto for imposing a force on said plate which tends to vary the pitch thereof as a function of pump speed, other means operatively connected to said wobble plate for modifying the effect of pump plunger inertia on said plate, and resilient means operatively connected to said plate for exerting a tilting force thereon.

6. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a series of annularly disposed pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft, means including a centrifugal weight mounted on said shaft for generating a centrifugal force which tends to tilt the wobble plate towards maximum stroke position during operation of the pump, spring means operably connected to said wobble plate also tending to tilt said plate towards maximum stroke position, and means for generating an additional centrifugal force for countering the effect of pump plunger inertia which tends to increase the pitch of the wobble plate with an increase in pump speed.

7. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a series of annularly disposed reciprocating pistons or plungers, a pair of centrifuagul weights mounted on said shaft adjacent said wobble plate, and means operatively connected each of said weights to said wobble plate, one of said weights being arranged to exert a force on said plate which tends to increase the tilt thereof with an increase in engine speed, and the other of said weights being arranged to exert a force on said plate which modifies the effect of pump plunger inertia on said plate.

8. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft, a centrifugal weight rotatable with said shaft mounted adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto so as to exert a variable force thereon, and, yielding means also operatively connected to the wobble plate tending to tilt said plate in a stroke increasing direction, said latter operative connection including leverage means for transmitting the force of said yielding means to said plate and to maintain said last named force substantially constant.

9. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of pistons or plungers, pump regulator means comprising a centrifugal weight rotatable with the drive shaft mounted adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto, yielding means adapted to move said wobble plate towards maximum stroke position, and means operatively connecting said yielding means between the shaft and wobble plate in such a manner that the moment force of the yielding means on the said plate will increasingly oppose movement of said plate towards the minimum pump stroke position thereof.

10. In a fluid pump of the variable displacement type, a tiltably pivoted swash plate, regulator means for controlling the pumping position of the swash plate comprising resilient means secured against axial movement at one end thereof and operatively connected to the swash plate at the other or axially movable end thereof for imposing a substantially constant effective torque on said swash plate at all pumping positions thereof, said operative connection including means effective to nullify the effect of variations in force output of said resilient means as said swash plate is actuated from one pumping position to another.

11. In a fluid pump of the variable displacement type, a tiltably pivoted swash plate, shaft means for carrying said swash plate, and regulator means for controlling the pumping position of the swash plate comprising a shaft carried by said shaft means on which said plate is pivoted, resilient means secured against axial movement at one end thereof and operatively connected to said pivot shaft and swash plate at the other or axially movable end thereof, said operative connection including a pivot member also carried by said shaft means, leverage means pivoted on said member and abutting and movable with the movable end of said resilient means, and mechanism connecting said member to said pivot shaft for transmitting the torque output of said resilient means to said swash plate.

12. A fluid pump having a tiltable wobble plate carried by a rotatable pump drive shaft and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of annularly disposed pistons or plungers, means pivotally mounting said wobble plate on said shaft in offset or eccentric relation to a center common to the group of plungers and in a direction to assist the pumping reaction effect on the plungers, a speed sensing means rotatable with said shaft and operatively connected to said wobble plate so as to exert a force on the latter tending to tilt the plate towards maximum stroke position, said latter operative connection including variable leverage means for transmitting the force output of said spring means to said plate, and means imposing a centrifugally generated force on the wobble plate during operation of the pump, said latter means being arranged so that said force tends to counteract the effects of pump plunger inertia on said plate.

13. A fluid pump having a tiltably pivoted swash plate supported by a shaft and adapted to impart strokes
to a series of pistons or plungers, pump control means for producing a resultant mechanical moment about the pivot of the swash plate which varies in such a way that pump discharge pressure varies as a predetermined function of pump flow, said control means including a centrifugal weight mounted on said shaft and operatively connected to the swash plate and geometrically located with respect to the pivotal axis of said plate in such a manner that its effective distance from said axis increases at a rate greater than its radial moment decreases as the swash plate moves from zero to maximum stroke position, and means operatively connected to the swash plate for controlling the effect of pump plunger inertia thereon in a predetermined manner.

14. A fluid pump having a tiltable pivoted wobble plate supported by a shaft means and adapted to impart pumping strokes to a plurality of pistons or plungers, rotatably mounted pump speed sensing means adjacent said wobble plate and operatively connected thereto to impose a variable moment force on the wobble plate, which force varies as a function of pump speed and tends to tilt said wobble plate in a maximum stroke direction, and mechanism including resilient means and variable leverage means applying a force on the plate which tends to actuate said plate towards maximum stroke position, the effect of which force is controlled in a predetermined manner by said leverage means.
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